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Short Bio:

Over the course of his 40-year career, photographer Art Wolfe has worked on every continent and in
hundreds of locations. Wolfe’s photographs are recognized throughout the world for their mastery of
color, composition and perspective. Wolfe's photographic mission is multi-faceted: art, wildlife
advocacy, education, and journalism inform his work. Wolfe is the host of the award-winning and
internationally telecast series “Art Wolfe’s Travels to the Edge,” an intimate and upbeat series that
offers insights on nature, culture, and the realm of digital photography. It now airs worldwide. Wolfe
has released over eighty books, most recently The New Art of Photographing Nature and The Art of
the Photograph. Wolfe maintains his gallery, stock agency, production company in Seattle,
Washington. His fine art work is also available through the Rotella Galleries, located in Las Vegas and
New York City.

Presentation:

Art Wolfe Presents: Earth is My Witness. A multi-media presentation with projected images, video
footage and live narration.

Abstract:

Art Wolfe’s latest award-winning book, Earth Is My Witness represents forty years of expeditionary
photography. For the first time, Wolfe presents the three subjects at the heart of his work—landscapes,
wildlife, and cultures on the edge of extinction—in a single masterpiece that takes us through the
world’s ecosystems and geographical regions in a vivid display of the fragility and interconnectivity of
life on Earth, while simultaneously exploring his evolution as an artist and the techniques he uses to
capture the nuances and rhythms of nature.
Earth Is My Witness is the most extensive collection of Art Wolfe photography ever compiled. This
lavishly produced work spans the globe, bringing the beauty of the planet’s fast-disappearing
landscapes, wildlife, and cultures into stunning focus. Uniquely conceived and undeniably
breathtaking, this elegantly crafted masterpiece will thrill collectors of nature photography and Art
Wolfe books and prints. Containing both iconic and unpublished work from throughout Wolfe’s welldocumented and widely celebrated career, this unprecedented volume presents a comprehensive look
at the world’s ecosystems, geographical regions, and indigenous cultures.

Audio Visual Requirements:
Screen
Podium with microphone (*Lavalier or lapel attached microphone preferred)
LCD video projector (7500 lumens min. 1400x1050 resolution min.)
Sound system
*Presentation prepared and given on Apple Laptop

